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1. INTRODUCTION*
The Aerospace Corporation Integrated Operations/Payloads/Fleet Analysis
represents the primary data source for Mathematica's Economic Analysis
of the NASA Space Shuttle program. This volume describes the payload
design data that were used for the Integrated Operations/Payloads/Fleet
Analysis. Payload cost estimates for the designs described in this volume
are found in Volume III. The integration of the payloads described in this
volume with launch vehicles from each of the launch vehicle fleets is des-
cribed in Volume V.
Payload is defined as that portion of the space mission that is placed into
orbit. The payload consists of mission equipment (experiments) and sup-
porting subsystems (spacecraft) but excludes launch vehicle related elements.
The launch vehicles considered in this study include expendable vehicle
fleets and a reusable Space Shuttle fleet. The expendable launch vehicles
are represented by the current launch vehicle fleet (Scout, Delta, Atlas,
Titan, Agena, Centaur, etc.) and the low cost expendable launch vehicle
fleet (Scout and Titan family and an upper stage, including growth versions).
The reusable launch vehicle is comprised of the Space Shuttle and Space Tug,
and is commonly called the "Space Transportation System."
The Space Shuttle has two stages, the booster and orbiter, both of which can
reenter and land like an aircraft. The Space Shuttle payload includes every-
thing transported in the orbiter payload bay. The orbiter will provide pay-
load tie-points and a standardized deployment mechanism. When the Space
Shuttle payload includes a Space Tug (high energy upper stage), the Space
Tug is a transportation device with its own payload. Thus, in this study
the general term "payload" reflects any device being transported to its
mission destination, such as satellites, probes, space station, lunar stations,
logistics cargos, and planetary orbiters and landers. The Space Tug pro-
vides the additional energy required for the higher energy orbits (e. g.,
All costs quoted are in terms of 1970 dollars
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synchronous) and escape missions (planetary). Most of the effort on pay-
loads in this study has been on earth satellites, probes, and planetary mis-
sions because of the applicability of the "payload effects." Payload effects
make use of the Space Shuttle's ability to retrieve payloads for repair, over-
haul, and maintenance as well as the relaxed payload weight and volume
constraints and lower launch costs.
The payloads include the proposed NASA, non-NASA, and DoD missions.
The NASA and non-NASA payloads are summarized in this volume; however,
the detailed data on mission equipment, system description, and subsystem
are documented in Reference 1. The DoD payloads data are described in
Volume VI of this report. The payload data have also been computerized to
permit direct use in the cost analysis, and to permit data to be kept current
for rapid access use without making changes to the Data Book. Printouts of
the payload data for payloads selected for each program or mission in this
Integrated Fleet Analysis are shown in Appendix 4.
Four types of payloads were analyzed:
1. Current Expendable Payload - A payload using the
current design approach and intended for use with
expendable launch vehicles.
2. Current Reusable Payload - A current expendable
payload adapted to reuse.
3. Low Cost Expendable Payload - A payload (satellite)
using the low cost (LMSC) expendable design approach
and intended for use with expendable launch vehicles.
4. Low Cost Reusable Payload - A payload (satellite)
using the low cost (LMSC) reusable design approach
and intended for use with the Space Shuttle/Space Tug




As part of the payload analysis, descriptions were developed for each pay-
load. These descriptions include data required for use in the capture and
cost analyses, and for the application of the LMSC low cost satellite "payload
effects" data across the mission model. The level of detail describing satel-
lite subsystems was limited to stating the type and weight of each of nine
subsystems. The subsystems used to describe the satellites were: mission
equipment; structures and mechanisms; electrical, guidance and navigation;
propulsion; attitude control; telemetry tracking and command (TT&C) 
environmental control; and adapter (launch vehicle/payload interface struc-
ture).
For use in the capture analysis, the as-launched overall size, weight, and
mean mission duration of each current expendable payload are supplied.
Sizes have been verified in a few cases by making conceptual drawings when
sufficient information was available from studies performed for NASA or
DoD. In many instances, advances in mission equipment technology are
expected in order to meet the mission objectives. When the preliminary
design of a satellite was available, it was used in the analyses; however,
in most instances, the data for costing and capturing the current satellite
concepts were derived without preliminary designs.
Weight estimates are the major data inputs used to determine the current
expendable payload cost. To supply weight estimates, the existing data
developed in prior studies and programs were used if available and appli-
cable. If these data were not available or applicable, then subsystem weights
were estimated using parametric methods.
The parametric method is described in the system analysis section of this
volume. The weight estimating procedure emphasized consistent weight
TT&C and CDPI (communication, data processing and instrumentation)
will be interchanged in this report.
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estimates that reflect realistic relative weight data rather than absolute
weight estimates.
2. 1 NASA CURRENT EXPENDABLE PAYLOADS
The basic NASA payload mission data were obtained from the NASA/OSSA
responsible engineers and by The Aerospace Corporation. This was accom-
plished at NASA Headquarters by reviewing each payload as listed in the
Von Braun and Fleming (September 1970 and February 1971) models (Refer-
ences 2 and 3) and filling out questionnaires which were designed to assist
in obtaining the appropriate facts. In some payload categories, good docu-
mentation on mission objectives and equipment requirements were provided,
and in other categories there-was little available information for the 1978-
1990 time period. Contractor data were also used where available. The
National Academy of Science (Reference 4) and NASA/OSSA (Reference 5)
reports provided additional sources of mission data.
In general, astronomy, space physics, and planetary missions had adequate
documentation for use in the study. The information in the life sciences,
earth application, communication and navigation, space station, and lunar
missions was minimal. Supplemental data on lunar missions were obtained
from North American Rockwell Space Division in November 1970; however,
the final report on their lunar study was not received in time to be incor-
porated into this study (Reference 6).
In a few cases, the "Blue Book" (Reference 7) was the reference document,
since OSSA indicated that some experiments would fly even if the space
station did not exist. These experiments are: (1) Large Stellar Telescope,
(2) Large Solar Observatory, (3) High Energy Astronomical Observatory,
(4) High Energy Cosmic Ray Laboratory, (5) Physics and Astronomy Air-
lock Experiment, and (6) Physics and Chemistry Laboratory. These pay-
loads, in general, are in the high payload weight category. In the Fleming
"updated NASA Mission Model," the Physics and Astronomy Airlock Experi-
ment and Physics and Chemistry Laboratory were not included in the un-
manned payloads but were included as payloads in the Shuttle sortie missions.
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All of the available mission data were then reviewed, analyzed, and pub-
lished in April 1971 in the report, "NASA Payload Data for Integrated Oper-
ations/Payloads/Fleet Analysis, " (Reference 1). This report provides the
system characteristics, the subsystem description, and weight for all of
the payloads. For some satellites, the data were based on available data;
for others, engineering estimates were used to develop subsystem data
because only general mission descriptions were obtained. For example,
preliminary engineering data were not provided beyond the scientists' experi-
mental objectives.
With the above mission information, subsystem weight analyses were con-
ducted for the purpose of deriving weight data for the payload. Using this
procedure, the total satellite weight differed, as would be expected, from
that supplied in Reference 2. In most cases, the differences were not large,
and were discussed with the appropriate NASA personnel to arrive at coordi-
nated payload data.
The NASA payload data report (Reference 1) contains data on all of the pay-
loads identified in the earlier Von Braun and updated Fleming models, a
total of 99 NASA and non-NASA payloads. No update of this report is anti-
cipated. Any updating will be documented in The Aerospace Corporation
computerized Data Bank, which can be updated periodically to incorporate
current payload data. Capabilities of this computer program are discussed
in Section 5. 4, System Analysis. A summary of the payloads used in this
study and their characteristics and weight estimates are shown in Table 2-1
through Table 2-7. This information has been reviewed and coordinated
with OSSA for use in the Integrated Fleet Analysis. The complete computer
listing of payload data is presented in Appendix 4 of this volume.
The "code number" on these tables is listed to assist in locating the payload
data in the Data B/ook and Data Bank. Also, the code number is used by the
computer to trace payloads, since the computer is limited to ten letters/
digits for the payload title. The "satellite in system" is the number of
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payloads in operation for the mission. The "orbit" data are nominal and
are for a circular orbit unless noted otherwise. The "life" column provides
information on the system (program) operational duration and satellite mean
mission duration. The "size" data provide information on the as-launched
packaged (shroud) dimensions in cylindrical form. The nested and deployed
dimensions in most cases would be smaller and larger, respectively, than
the listed dimensions. The mission equipment weight is directly related to
the accomplishment of the mission objectives. The launch weight refers to
total payload weight assigned to the launch vehicle. This weight includes the
adapter weight when launched by an expendable launch vehicle. The launch
weight is the satellite weight (payload) when launched by a Shuttle, since
the Shuttle includes the holddown and deployment mechanism as part of the
launch vehicle, but there is some type of mating adapter on the payload also.
The astronomy, space physics, earth observation, communication and navi-
gation, and planetarty missions are all unmanned and are launched by an
expendable launch vehicle. The Large Solar Observatory is the exception
since it includes the capability of being manned, either by expendable or
Shuttle launch vehicles. Tables 2-1 through 2-7 summarize the current
expendable payload data for each NASA-supplied payload program grouping.
The Sortie Missions (Table 2-5) and Modular Space Station Missions (Table
2-6) are dedicated Shuttle operations. The sortie missions cannot be per-
formed with an expendable launch vehicle. Non-modular space stations,
22 ft in diameter and 33 ft in diameter, can be launched with expendable
vehicles. These are not included in the table but are included in the Data
Book and Data Bank.
2.2 DOD CURRENT EXPENDABLE PAYLOADS
Data on missions, supporting subsystems, and weight breakdowns have been
assembled for approximately 20 different military payloads used in the
Integrated Fleet Analysis; they represent Option B of the DoD payload traffic
model. These classified data are reported separately in Volume VI of this
report. Some of the data were extracted from existing documents, such as
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References 8 through 10 and 28, and some from undocumented information
from persons familiar with a specific program or persons engaged in defining
the mission objectives of a specific satellite. The detailed weight statements
were assembled and, in some cases, re-examined for this study and docu-
mented in Reference 11.
The DoD payloads range in weight from the Scout-boosted class to the Titan
IIID-boosted class, and characteristic velocity requirements range from 26, 000
fps to 40, 000 fps. Solar cell arrays represent the most common source of
electrical power. Mean mission duration requirements for some satellites
are long for current technology. State-of-the-art technology advancements
are necessary in some cases to realize the proposed system. All of the
DoD payloads, as presently configured, are capable of being stowed within
the constraints of the proposed 15 ft diameter x 60 ft long Space Shuttle pay-
load bay.
2. 3 CHANGES IN PAYLOAD DATA (FROM MID-TERM REPORT)
The mission models for NASA, non-NASA, and DoD were changed following
the completion of the Mid-Term Report in January 1971. The NASA changes
basically deleted some of the unmanned missions and added manned sortie-
type missions. In addition to deletions and additions, the basic NASA mission
concept was changed to provide a satellite development-type program. The
payloads and schedule were altered to show the progress from R&D to system
development, and finally operational status. This approach was incorporated
in the Earth Observations and Communications/Navigations groups. New
payloads were introduced in the Astronomy and Planetary grouping and others
deleted. For use with the Space Shuttle, a modular space station and the
sortie missions were introduced. The sortie concept was initiated during
this latter study phase, and consequently the payload data were not reviewed
and coordinated as thoroughly as the unmanned payload data. The compari-
son of the September 1970 and February 1971 mission models is summarized
on Table 2-8.
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The DoD mission model change was made to smooth out the annual funding
level required to perform the DoD missions over the 1979 to 1990 time period.
The new mission model provides a more uniform traffic schedule and incor-
porates recent mission planning changes by introducing several new payloads.
The comparison between the September 1969 model and the March 1971 model
is shown on Table 2-9. (Note: Table 2-9 is a classified table and appears in
Volume VI of this report. )
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Table 2-8. Comparison of NASA Mission Model
H1-Sept 1970 Model Feb. 1971 Model(1978 - 1990) (1979 - 1990)l~ ~ ~~ - I Mis sions(1) Flights(2) Mis sions(1) Flights(2)
Astronomy & Automated 20 163 17 91 (4)
Space Physics Space Sta. (3) 1 1 2 2
Sortie 0 0 5 48
Earth Automated 7 73 7 43
Observation Space Sta. (3) 0 0 1 2
Sortie 0 0 1 27
Communications Automated 4 64 9 69
Space Sta. (3) 0 0 1 2
Sortie 0 0 1 4
Operational Automated 11 192 9 128
Satellites
Planeta ry Automated 16 28 13 19
Life Science Automated 2 20 0 0
Space Sta. (3 ) 0 0 1 2
Sortie 1 32 1 5
Technology Space Sta. (3) 0 0 1 1
Sortie 0 0 2 13
Space Station Fits. 1 62 1 65
Total Automated 60 540 55 350
Space Sta. 2 63 7 74
Sortie 1 32 10 97
Lunar Manned 2 419 2 249
NOTE:
(1) Missions are number of programs.
(2) Flights are total number of satellites
retrieval, or refurbishment flights.
(3) Modules or experiment packages that
with the space station.
and do not include resupply,
are docked or integrated
(4) LST, HEAO, LSO and LRO are included as automated payloads.
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I/
Table 2-9. Comparison of DoD Mission Model
This table is contained in Volume VI, Classified Addendum
S.
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3. PAYLOAD EFFECTS DATA
The data on payload effects, resulting from the influence of the Space Shuttle
and new expendable launch vehicles, were obtained from a study conducted
by the Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (LMSC). The objectives of
the LMSC study were to evaluate low cost design approaches for typical NASA
payloads when used with the proposed new launch systems and to estimate
development, unit, and operating costs for these payloads. The study was
basically performed first by a parametric analysis and then by preliminary
design studies on three payloads.
3. 1 PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS
The purpose of the LMSC parametric analysis was to determine the minimum
payload cost. This was accomplished by developing a mathematical model
of the payload cost to obtain optimum payload characteristics (Reference 12).
The basic inputs to the payload optimization program (POP) were: baseline
payload data; mission data; launch vehicle data; maintenance and refurbish-
ment data; and subsystem cost, weight, and reliability data. The volume
and weight were unconstrained. The baseline satellites analyzed were: the
Small Research Satellite (SRS), Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO),
Synchronous Equatorial Satellite (SEO), and the Mars Orbiter (MO). The
mission objectives, orbit, life, mission equipment weight, and total
weights are shown in Table 3-1. The satellites are basically payloads that
have flown; however, the SEO and MO are modified versions of Boeing's
Lunar Orbiter. The modifications were made in order that these two satel-
lites would be more representative of the types of satellites in the NASA
mission model.
The results of parametric weight data for low cost versions of these payloads
were supplied in Reference 12. Low cost payload data were supplied for the
current expendable launch vehicles, the new low cost expendable launch
vehicles, and the Space Shuttle vehicle for low and high reliability parts.
These weights were compared with the baseline to provide the weight factor
for low cost payload designs for use in the mid-term mission model.
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The weight factor equation is as follows:
weight factor = low cost weight
baseline weight
The weight factors were determined for OAO, SEO, SRS, and MO and are tabu-
lated in Reference 13. For each of these payloads except the MO, the optimum
mean mission lifetimes were derived from the POP program. The mean mission
lifetimes for the OAO were 1/3 year and one year MMD's. The 1/3 year MMD
design uses aircraft type components, and the one year MMD uses high reli-
ability parts. In operating the 1/3 year MMD, satellite orbital mainten-
ance is performed twice during the year and, after one year operation, the
payload is retrieved and returned to the ground for refurbishment. This ground
operation will return the payload to its original mean mission duration (MMD).
The SEO MMD's were 3/4 year and two years where the two-year SEO life-
time is attained by redundancy and high reliability components and is the maxi-
mum mean mission duration attainable with current technology for this satellite.
For the MO, only the one-year operation with the Space Shuttle was analyzed.
The low cost payload analysis for the current expendable and low cost expend-
able launch vehicle cases was not performed in the LMSC study.
The payload volume data were provided in Reference 14. The volume increases
range from 350 percent to 780 percent, with the average approximately 500
percent.
3.2 PRELIMINARY DESIGN
Preliminary point design was conducted on three payloads for launching by
an expendable booster and Space Shuttle. The design was performed to a level
necessary to make a credible volume, weight, and cost estimate. This effort
was guided by the results of the parametric analysis. Preliminary designs
were conducted on the OAO, SEO, and SRS. An outline of the baseline and
low cost configuration of each of these payloads is shown on Figures 3-1,
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3-2, and 3-3, respectively. The design was conducted to the subsystem
level, and in most cases the subsystem was investigated to the component
level. Descriptions of these designs are documented in References 15
through 20. The weight data are shown on Table 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4, and the
volume data are shown in Table 3-5. The LMSC cost data are reported in
Volume III of this report. Also provided from the LMSC design effort were
the subsystems' expected lifetimes. This information is necessary to deter-
mine the payload MMD when applying the data across the NASA, non-NASA,
and DoD payload model. As shown previously, the system life and satellite
life of the current expendable payloads have been provided. On Tables 3-6
and 3-7 are listed the low cost subsystems' expected lifetimes for the OAO
and SEO.
3.3 OAO LOW COST DESIGN
The low cost OAO design introduced several design features as a result of
the Space Shuttle's large available volume, large weight capability, and
ability to retrieve payloads for refurbishment. Coupled with these resulting
design characteristics was the introduction of technology advances in the
mission equipment, guidance and navigation, and CDPI subsystems since the
original OAO design was initiated in early 1960.
The most significant technology impact was in the mission equipment, where
a currently available high thermal stability material for the optics was used
in lieu of the baseline beryllium material. The mirror optics, being in the
one meter diameter class, require good dimensional stability for long life
space application. To accomplish this, the low cost approach used the large
available volume and weight by mounting the telescope section separately
from the spacecraft, thereby thermally isolating the telescope rather than
mounting it integrally within the spacecraft as in the baseline OAO. For
the telescope optics, CERVIT was selected because of its relatively high
thermal conductivity and low thermal expansion coefficient. With these
characteristics, the use of passive thermal control was determined to be
adequate. It should be recognized that CERVIT was only an experimental
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development in 1964. The earliest optically finished low expansion glass
ceramic blank of appreciable size was a 16-inch diameter mirror for the
Kitt Peak Observatory in late 1965. After some improvements to the chemical
composition, several large size blanks were produced during 1966; by mid-
1967 blanks up to 42 inches in diameter were in stock at Owens Illinois Company
(CERVIT) and at Corning Glass Works (ULE). The table below compares the
mechanical and thermal properties.
CERVIT clearly shows higher thermal stability characteristics but low stiff-
ness/density relationship. The latter factor would cause the CERVIT to be
a heavier mirror optics. It is difficult, within the depth of this study, to
determine what gains could be achieved in the baseline OAO-B if CERVIT
were available. However, it is clear that glass-ceramic, type material can
be used to advantage when volume and weight are unconstrained.
With the 1-meter telescope assembled as a separate unit, the satellite was
able to incorporate only the housekeeping subsystems into the spacecraft.
These subsystems were modularized to facilitate orbital maintenance and
ground refurbishment. The size and weights of these modules were limited
for handling during orbital maintenance. Internal access to these modules
is provided for ground assembly and orbital IVA operations. This feature
resulted in a 13-ft outside and 8-ft inside diameter which is more than is
needed to sorte the modules. To simplify the structure for cost reduction,
an aircraft type semi-monocoque structure is used with more than the required
space so that internal access to the modules is possible.
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Thermal Conductivity Youngs Modulus
Thermal Expansion Density 8
Material (Watts/cm x 10 4 ) (cm x 10 )
Beryllium 12 16.6
Fused Silica 3 3.4
CERVIT 60 3.7
Within the housekeeping equipment a general purpose computer was incorpor-
ated to eliminate components in the baseline OAO. The digital computer
stored the attitude data continuously and updated the stored attitude data
periodically from the gimballed star tracker. The baseline OAO depended
upon star trackers and ground calculation for attitude determination and con-
trol. Also, the digital computer with its buffer replaced many electronic
units in the CDPI, such as data programmer, command decoder, data and
command storage unit, data handling equipment, controller unit, etc. This
large number of component replacements resulted in a net weight reduction
of 32 percent in CDPI from the baseline CDPI. It must be surmised that a
computer was considered in the baseline OAO, since the computer could result
in lighter weight units, but that it was not incorporated for technical reasons.
Since OAO-B was designed, digital computers have matured from normal
technology progress. This technical progress probably was not available for
the baseline OAO; thus, the CDPI low cost factors were not applied across
the mission model.
The G&N was also reduced in weight. This weight reduction was 66 percent.
A portion of weight reduction resulted from using the above digital computer
to replace components in the G&N. As in the case of the CDPI, the G&N low
cost factors were not applied across the mission model.
In the attitude control subsystem, cold gas is used for spacecraft slewing
and for unloading the fine pointing momentum wheels. This method replaced
the coarse-pointing momentum wheels and magnetic unloading equipment of
the baseline design. The cold gas is feasible because the weight is uncon-
strained for the low cost version. This is an advantage without technology
advancement.
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The low cost electrical subsystem approach of: (a) using sheet-metal cell
substrates, rather than expensive honeycomb structures and (b) relaxation
of solar cell procurement specifications to permit acceptance of lower-quality
cells that are normally rejected for spacecraft use should result in a lower
solar array cost per watt of output at the expense of greater size and weight.
The low cost array is fixed when arrays are deployed. These low cost factors
were applied whenever the satellite used a fixed array.
The low cost attitude control consists of four independent cold gas units.
Each unit is fitted into one module and contains three high level thrusters
and three low level thrusters. This low cost factor was applied to those
payloads which were large, required slewing, or required two thrust levels.
The propellant weight for the attitude control was ratioed in accordance with
the percentage change in total weight.
The low cost structure is designed like a conventional airframe. The
structural weights supplied by LMSC were modified, in accordance with the
cost model which (References 15 through 20) includes the module structure
within the structures subsystem. Therefore, the LMSC weights were
rearranged by removing the module structure weight from each subsystem
and adding it to the structures weight.
The method of applying the structural weight factor is presented in the
system analysis section. For the expendable launch vehicle payloads, the
portion of the structure used for zero g maintenance capability was removed.
This consisted of such items as module base and cover and weighed
approximately 513 lb in the OAO.
The weights listed on Tables 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4 include a contingency of
15 percent for all the subsystems except for structures and electrical power
which have a contingency of 10 percent and 20 percent, respectively.
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The contingency factors are applied because these weights are estimates
based on preliminary design.
The LMSC design approach for the expendable payloads was to modify
the Shuttle configuration. The modifications were basically in the
launch vehicle interface area and the addition of redundancy in the G&N
subsystem. Other modifications were incorporated in mission, electrical
and CDPI subsystems which are normally required for expendable launch
vehicles.
3.4 SEO LOW COST DESIGN
The SEO low cost design was configured to be retrieved by the Space Tug
from synchronous orbit and, like OAO, to provide for satellite repair in
near earth orbit. A sketch of the baseline and low cost configuration is
shown in Figure 3-2. The retrieval is provided by the docking ring on the
lower part of the spacecraft and the in-orbit repair and refurbishment is
accomplished by external access to the modules. The modules are sized
to be less than 30 x 30 x 48 inches and are constructed like "filing drawers"
for ease in handling and storage. The modules vary in weight from a
maximum of 420 lbs for the photographic experiment module to the lowest
weight of 39 lb for the paddle drive electrical module.
The basic structure is a rectangular box with internal dividers which
divide the interior into a number of compartments. The box construction
is riveted aluminum sheets and extrusions. Attached to the box are the
docking ring and solar arrays. The solar arrays are designed to withstand
the flight loads in the deployed position. The arrays are not retractable
but rotate about one axis for partial sun orientation. The array uses the
same OAO low cost concept in that sheet-metal cell substrate and lower
procurement specifications are used. The SEO electrical weight growth
is higher than OAO because of the orientation mechanism and ruggedized
structure weight to sustain flight loads. The electrical weight factor was




The environmental control was a multi-layer insulation and thermal coatings
on the internal structural surfaces, and uses electrical heaters to maintain
the heat balance inthe photographic module. The photographic module
required the temperature to be maintained between 33 F to 40 F to assure
long life of the Bimat film processing tape.
The G&N subsystem reduced cost by substituting double gimballed momentum
wheels for the three reaction wheels, repackaging all electronic assemblies
using low-cost techniques, and using off-the-shelf components. These
techniques resulted in a weight increase of 1.28 over the baseline. This
factor was the same for both the reusable and expendable payloads and was
applied to all of the payloads with 3-axis G&N subsystems.
Low cost design was achieved on the attitude control subsystem by using the
same independent modules for each of the four quadrants and using available
off-the-shelf components. This weight factor was applied to those payloads
needing stabilization and in-track translation. The propellants were
factored in accordance with the percentage change in total gross weight and
mean mission duration.
The CDPI subsystem concept uses basically the same hardware elements
as the baseline. The design differences for cost savings were in the
equipment design and reliability. Unconstrained weight allowance permitted
circuit design which reduced the operating stress level for the same overall
performance. The lower stress levels increased the equipment reliability
and decreased the required redundancy. The Shuttle also provides payload
checkout before deployment and orbit maintenance which leads to additional
gains in reliability or reduction in redundancy. The CDPI weight factors
are 1.16 and 1. 28 for the Shuttle payload and the expendable launch vehicle
payload, respectively. These factors include a 15 percent weight contingency.
The expendable version is higher in weight primarily because pre-deployment
checkout and maintenance are not available.
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The baseline design concept of the mission equipment was used in the
low cost design; however, the mission requirement placed severe weight
limitations on the photographic subsystem. With the volume and weight
constraints removed for Shuttle operation, the low cost design was achieved
by the use of aluminum in lieu of beryllium, elimination of weight reduction
fabrication approaches and use of low density packaging techniques in the
electronic assembly. The weight factor is 1.47 and was applied across
the mission model/for those payloads having similar missions. There is
no differentiation between the expendable and Shuttle launch vehicle since
the critical reliability item is the Bimat film processing which is inde-
pendent of the launching vehicle.
3.5 SRS LOW COST DESIGN
The baseline SRS is a low cost space physics experiment and is launched by
an Atlas/Agena as a piggyback payload. Payload reusability was not
considered for the Space Shuttle operation because of the low unit cost. To
achieve low cost concept, the approach was to use the standardized spacecraft
method since volume and weight are essentially unconstrained. This was
partially achieved by creating a large space for mission equipment, power
and propulsion growth. The general outline in comparison with the baseline
is shown on Figure 3-3. The low cost SRS has fixed solar panels and has
an octagonal cross-section. The spacecraft is a spinner and has solid
rockets for insertion into higher energy orbits. The weight factors and
cost factors of the SRS were not applied to specific payloads across the
mission because, by previous agreement, the data were not available in
time for the Integrated Fleet Analysis. The priority for the SRS payload
effects data is lower than that for OAO or SEO since the SRS design is
not reusable; however, the total weight and package volume was used to
supplement the results from the OAO and SEO data. These data are plotted
in Figures 4-1, 4-3 and 4-4, which show that SRS further verifies the
low cost data trends.
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Operating Life Limitations, OAO
Component
Subsystem Limiting Life Life (Years)
Structure Structure 10. 0
Environmental Heaters 5. 0Heaters 5. 0Control
Guidance &Guidance & Star Trackers 1. 0
Navigation
Attitude Valve s 4. 0
C ontrol
CDPI Computer 1. 5
Electrical Battery: -. 3. 0
MissionEMissiont Electronics 1.5Equipment
Guidance &System Guidance. 0Navigation
:I: Solar array life can be extended by providing additional area.
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Table 3-6.
Operating Life Limitations, SEO
Component
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This section describes the method of developing the weight, volume, and life
data for (1) current reusable payloads, (2) low cost expendable payloads, and
(3) low cost reusable payloads. The current reusable payloads are current
expendable payloads adapted for reuse. The low cost payloads are developed
by applying the "payload effects" to the unmanned payloads in the NASA, non-
NASA, and DoD current expendable payloads. The data on the NASA and non-
NASA current expendable payloads are summarized in Section 2, "Current
Design, Expendable Payload Descriptions."
The low cost payload data were developed by examining the current expend-
able payload's mission objective, satellite life, and subsystem characteristics
to select the appropriate low cost weight and volume factors at the subsystem
level. These low cost factors, which are presented in Tables 3-2, 3-3, 3-4,
and 3-5, were not all applied directly. Those factors that are not directly
applicable are the structures, environmental control, propulsion, and satel-
lite volume items. These are discussed in the sections below. The other
low cost factors, such as guidance and navigation, attitude control, CDPI,
electrical and mission equipment, were applied whenever applicable.
4. 1 LOW COST PAYLOAD EFFECTS
4. 1. 1 Structures
The parametric data on structural weight for current expendable satellites
have been shown from historical data to be relatable to total satellite weight.
This characteristic was examined using the available low cost data and was
shown to be valid. The low cost weight data on OAO, SEO, and SRS are
plotted in Figure 4-1. Low cost data on heavy payloads are not available;
however, it is known that payload volume becomes limited (15 ft dia. x 60 ft
long) when the satellite weight exceeds roughly 20, 000 lb. This indicates
that low cost payload effects diminish as the weight exceeds 20, 000 lb. Thus,
current weight estimating data for heavy payloads are applicable. This weight
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estimating relationship is 20 percent of the satellite weight but, for a con-
servative estimate, 25 percent was used to account for low cost integration.
With these four data points, a curve for expendable payloads is fitted. The
Shuttle structural weight characteristics, having only two data points, are
shown to follow the expendable data with the structural weight on the order
of approximately one percent of the satellite weight greater at the higher pay-
load weights. This one percent is to account for weights associated with
providing zero g maintenance capability. Reusable data for the OAO and SEO
were used, but the Shuttle SRS data point was not used because this satellite
is not reusable. This weight characteristic has been replotted on Figure 4-2
with the structural weight removed to show the structural weight factor in-
fluence at low satellite weight. This figure also permits determination of
the structural weight factor without iterative routine.
4. 1. 2 Environmental Control
The environmental control subsystems of the low cost designed payloads are
all passive, except that the SEO is semi-passive. Being passive, the major
environmental control weight would be due to insulation and can therefore be
related to exposed surface areas. This relationship of surface area to volume
can be shown to be as follows for a cube or sphere:
2/3
Exposed Area VolumeExposed Area(low cost) [V lume(low cost)
Exposed Area(baseline) Volume(baseline)
This equation and low cost payload data are graphically shown on Figure 4-3.
The data points are dispersed about the above equation. The linear relation-
ship was used because of its conservatism and because it provides for a simple
approach to determine the environmental control weights.
4. 1. 3 Propulsion and Propellant
Data on low cost approaches to propulsion subsystem design were not suf-
ficient for application because SRS was the only baseline satellite which
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included a propulsion subsystem, a small rocket motor to place the SRS into
an elliptical orbit. In the NASA model, only the Astronomy Explorer and the
Planetary payload grouping had propulsion subsystems. In the Planetary
group, the motors are large, and weight and volume increases are limited
because a Space Tug is included in the Space Shuttle cargo bay, constraining
the payload to 25 feet in length. The propulsion subsystem was therefore
treated with the same structural mass fraction and vacuum velocity as the
current expendable payload. The propulsion subsystem weight equation for
maintaining the same propulsion characteristic is as follows:
PROPULSION PROPULSION 
WEIGHT WEIGHT PROPELLANT
FOR = FOR + 0.15 WEIGHT
LOW COST CURRENT INCREASE
PAY LOAD EXPENDABLEJ
ROPELLAANT PROPELLAN LOW COST MMD
WEIGHT WEIGHT PAYLOAD W LOW COS
FOR = FOR 1BASE LINE MMD
LOW COST BASELINE PAYLOAD W BASELINE
PAYLOAD 
The same relationship was used to determine the attitude control propellants.
4. 1.4 Volume
The low cost volume listed on Table 3-5 was based on dimensions which can
contain the satellite within a cylinder. This method of volume calculation is
generally called the "shroud" or "package" volume. Using this volume and
the total satellite weight, the packaged density is determined. The package
density for all of the unmanned current expendable payloads was determined
using this technique and plotted in Figure 4-4 as a function of satellite weight,
the data falling within a hyperbola. Superimposed on this figure are the LMSC
baseline data points. A curve was fitted using the baseline data points and
the heavy payload data points (<20, 000 lb) which were obtained from a pre-Phase
A type study. To obtain the low cost payload trend, the SRS, SEO, and OAO
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low cost data were fitted to follow the same trend as the baseline data. The
reusable low cost data, however, are limited to Shuttle volume, as shown on
the figure. This approach, when applied to a large number of payloads,
should provide an average size and therefore provide consistency in making
the volume estimates.
A similar plot (see Figure 4-5) was made for all of the NASA and DoD com-
munication satellites, showing that their densities are lower than for non-
communications type satellites. This effect is to be expected since the com-
sats are generally spin-despun type satellites. These satellites have a low
volume usage because of the spinning solar array and the despun antenna unit.
Therefore, it was concluded that, in general, the low cost concept would have
small influence on the communication satellite sizing. A hyperbolic curve
was fitted for this study to provide a consistent basis for volume estimating.
4.2 LOW COST PAYLOAD MODEL
The method of calculating the low cost payload weight and volume is described
below and is illustrated on Table 4-6. The illustrated case is the Astronomy
Explorer which was selected from the group of low cost payloads listed in
Tables 4-1 through 4-5 as a typical payload. The calculating method is as
follows:
1. Obtain the current expendable payload data from
the Data Book or Data Bank.
2. Select the low cost payload weight factors for
Guidance/Navigation, Attitude Control, CDPI,
Electrical, and Mission Equipment subsystems from
Tables 3-2 or 3-3. The choice depends on the pay-
load characteristics listed in the Data Book or Data
Bank. The rationale for the choice is shown in the
Remarks column.
3. Estimate the total wet weight factor and volume
to determine propellant and environmental control
weight.
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4. Sum the low cost Shuttle subsystem weight items
and enter Figure 4-2 on the Shuttle curve with this
sum to obtain reusable satellite structural weight
factor.
5. Compute total wet weight and determine total weight
factor. If the factor does not agree with the factor
used to estimate propellant weight, then iterate until
agreement is reached.
6. Enter Figure 4-4 to obtain satellite density following
agreement of the total weight factor and compute total
satellite volume.
7. Compute total volume factor to assess the estimated
volume factor used for environmental control system.
Iterate until reasonable agreement is reached. This
value is also used for the low cost expendable payload
since the spacecraft dimensions are the same except
for the absence of the docking ring.
8. Compute the low cost expendable payload in the same
manner as above.
9. Compute for the propulsion weight using the relation-
ship shown in Section 4. 1. 3.
10. Several iterations may be necessary when the propul-
sion weights are determined.
To perform the above procedure, Table 4-6 was used to organize the calcu-
lation. These work tables are included in Appendix 3 for all of the payloads.
The results from these calculations have been inputed into the computer and
the printouts are in Appendix 4. These tables include only those low cost
expendable and low cost reusable payloads that were used by the capture
analysis. The' space station and sortie mission payloads are not included in
the low cost payload grouping because the "payload effects" are not applicable.
The sortie missions are not applicable because there is no comparable expend-
able launch vehicle configuration. Space stations are not applicable because
in general the station modules use the full volume and weight capability of
the launch vehicles.
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The low cost payloads are summarized in Tables 4-1 through 4-4 for NASA
and non-NASA missions and in Table 4-5 for DoD missions.
4.3 CURRENT REUSABLE PAYLOADS
The current expendable payloads used in the reusable mode are of particular
economic interest because their satellite lifetimes are generally longer than
for the low cost payloads. The longer life is achieved by high reliability com-
ponents and redundancy, as is done currently in satellite design. Since reus-
ability is achieved by orbital retrieval and return to ground for maintenance,
it should not significantly influence the basic design of the satellite. It is
from this approach that a simplified method has been devised to modify the
current expendable payloads to have the capability of refurbishment. To
make this method credible, the following assumptions are made:
1. To adapt the satellite for retrieval, velocity and
position match for the acquisition and rendezvous are
to be determined by the Space Shuttle or ground
station.
2. Payloads to be stable and to provide passive support
for terminal guidance. (Tumbling or unstable satellites
will not be retrieved. )
3. Payloads to provide electrical power and command
link for rendezvous equipment and safing/deactivation
commands.
4. Automatic rendezvous and docking with manual
backup.
5. Standardized docking/deployment interface.
The velocity and position match between the Space Shuttle or Space Tug
(chaser) and payload (target) should be achieved within the acquisition range
of a laser radar. The laser should have adequate range if a transponder is
located in the payload. The laser can also be used for the terminal guidance
if several corner reflectors are located on the payload to provide data on the
payload attitude in addition to range and range rate.
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A TV camera located on the chaser will provide backup data and assistance in
the form of payload inspection and gross rendezvous operation.
The docking would use the same mechanism as that used in the payload deploy-
ment. This docking ring should be approximately six feet in diameter, which
appears to be the nominal diameter in the space station studies. After docking
is achieved, the payload should be deactivated and safed by commands from
the Shuttle or Tug. The equipment involved in the command deactivation should
be the same hardware as that used in the initial payload activation. Also,
retraction of appendages such as the antenna and solar arrays may be required
for the return flight or for storage in the cargo bay.
To summarize, the equipments involved for deployment and retrieval are as
follows:
Space Shuttle Space Tug Payload
1. Laser Laser Transponder and
Corner Reflector
2. Docking Docking Adapter and Docking.
Mechanism Mechanism Mechanism
3. CDPI CDPI CDPI
4. TV Display TV Camera
5. Computer
Items 2, 3, and 5 are normal equipments used to deploy the payloads, and
Items 1 through 5 are needed for payload retrieval. It is reasonable to assume
that the Space Shuttle will have included Items 1 through 5, since these types
of equipments will be required to deploy and retrieve the Space Tug. The
Space Tug, however, is not expected to be as universally used due to marginal
performance capability when used for round-trip missions. The retrieval-
peculiar equipment for the Tug is the TV camera. The payload add-on kit
is the transponder and corner reflectors.
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The weights of the items used for retrieval and refurbishment are as follows:
Space Tug Payload
(lb) (lb)
Laser Transponder 0 25
Corner Reflector 0 5
TV Camera 25 0
Docking Mechanism 0 2% (wt) + 30
Refurbishability 0 10% (wt)
Retraction of Appendages 0 3% (wt)
Total 25 15% (wt) + 60
where (wt) is the total expendable payload weight. The weights for the docking
mechanism, retraction mechanism, and design modifications to permit refur-
bishment are assigned to the structures subsystem. The weight allocation
for refurbishability is considered to be those modifications necessary to the
structure for accessibility and subsystem modularity. The laser transponder
and corner reflector are grouped under the G&N subsystem. These weight
allocations are used to determine the current reusable payload cost.
The method of estimating the volume was based on accommodating the docking
mechanism. It was assumed that a 6-ft diameter docking ring would be the
standard size and that one foot should be added to the payload length to adapt
the mechanism. Thus, the diameter of the current reusable payloads is six
feet minimum and one-half ft larger than the current expendable if the diameter
is equal to or greater than six feet.
Using the above relationship, the computer was used to determine the weight
and volume for the current reusable payloads. The listing of the current
reusable payloads is given in Appendix 4, and is summarized on Tables 4-1
through 4-5.
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The MMD's for these current reusable payloads are assumed to be the same
as for the current expendable payloads except for those payloads which have
relatively short lives. For those with short MMD's, the payload was divided
into mission equipment and spacecraft, the mission equipment MMD being
the same as for the current expendable payloads, and the spacecraft portion
having longer life. The MMD extensions for the spacecraft were established
during the capture analysis and are listed on Tables 4-1 through 4-5. No
additional weight allocations have been made to extend the spacecraft MMD;
however, appropriate cost factors have been applied in the cost analysis.
This modification to the division of MMD has not been inputed to the Data
Bank.
In the planetary mission group, Table 4-4, the current reusable and low cost
reusable payloads are not shown, because these payloads are considered
expendable for the Space Shuttle. The expendable payload data are applicable
for the Space Shuttle, except that an adapter will not be required. This would
reduce the launch weight by approximately 4 percent.
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Table 4-5. Summary of DoD Payloads, Option B
This table is contained in Volume VI, Classified Addendum
















































































































































































































































































Various analyses were conducted during this study to assist in formulating
and in evaluating payload data. Some of these analyses were reported
in the mid-term report (Reference 13) and are not reported in the final
report. Subjects reported in the mid-term report are the Large Stellar
Telescope, Subsystem Cost Reduction Potential, Reliability, Cost
Reductions with Refurbishment, and Payload Data Bank. The Payload
Data Bank, however, will be discussed again to complete the description
on the computer program. The analyses reported in this section are
either additional analyses or analyses that were conducted earlier but
not previously reported. These subjects are Payload Weight Analysis,
Structural Analysis, and The Influence of Mean Mission Duration on
Program Cost.
5. 1 WEIGHT ANALYSIS
The large number of current expendable payloads and the scarcity of
available design information for payloads in the 1979-1990 era combined
to restrict the satellite weight estimating methods to parametric approaches
(Reference 21). In many cases, the available payload data were limited
to the mission objectives, gross payload weight, and orbit parameters.
In other cases, design information on mission-peculiar equipment and
power requirements were supplied or pre-phase A type study data were
available on several satellite programs.
In all estimates, current technology was assumed in the current expendable
payload data and technology advancement was not considered. This
assumption then permitted the use of parametric weight equations which
are based on empirical data. Furthermore, past experience has shown
that this approach provides the most reliable prediction when design
data are not available.
Each of these weight estimating procedures is described below in the
order of use for generating the current expendable payload weight, i. e.,
1) Phase A type data, 2) subsystem parametric data, and 3) gross
parametric data. It should be recognized that subsystem weights are
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the basic input data to determine the current expenditure payload cost,
and to determine the current reusable and low cost payload weight data.
The payload weights are also used in the capture analysis. The weight
statements for each of the current expendable payloads are documented
in Reference 1 for NASA and non-NASA satellites and in Reference 11
for DoD satellites.
5. 1. 1 Phase A Type Weight Data
For several payloads, pre-phase A payload data or spacecraft design
study information was used. When these data were applicable to specific
missions, either directly or by scaling techniques, they were used in
preference to weight data estimated from the other methods. The pre-
phase A. type study and other spacecraft design that were available are
referenced in NASA Payload Data Book (Reference 1). As an example,
the OAO/LST (Reference 22) provided data for the large stellar telescope
payload and also provided information on other similar large experiment
projects such as the Large Solar Observatory and Large Radio Observatory.
The HEAO and Mars Sample Return payloads (Reference 23) have also
undergone a pre-phase A type study. Similarly, the space station and
some of the planetary missions are currently in the phase A studies.
The Mars Viking and Grand Tour data were obtained from JPL directly.
The Blue Book (Reference 7) provided data primarily on the mission
equipments, and secondarily data on the experiment module.
5. 1. 2 Subsystem Parametric Weight Estimate
The subsystem which used available payload information was the
electrical subsystem. This was possible because in many cases the
mission peculiar equipment power requirement was specified. This
information plus the orbit parameters given in the mission model,
judgement as to the type of solar array (oriented or unoriented), and
the estimate of satellite housekeeping power requirements provided data
on total power needs. With the total power requirements, the electrical
power subsystem weights can then be estimated by entering Figure 5-1.
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The electrical subsystem weight is given as a function of orbit altitude,
and oriented and unoriented solar arrays. Power subsystem weight for a
radioisotope thermoelectric generator using P - 238 isotope fuel is shown
in Figure 5-2.
Similar weight relationships for other subsystems were developed as
shown on Figure 5-3. However, to use these types of weight relationships
requires additional subsystem data that were not available. For these
cases gross parametric subsystem weight data were used.
These gross parametric subsystem weight data were reviewed by the
appropriate subsystem specialist and were considered best data when
subsystem design studies are not performed or available. This method
also provides consistency with the cost estimating relationship which is
similarly based on past program data.
The electrical subsystem was generally treated in the manner described in
the first paragraph of this section because power needs were usually
specified. In a few instances, power needs were abnormally high or low.
For these cases, the power-weight relationship provided the more
realistic subsystem weights.
5. 1.3 Gross Parametric Weight Estimate
Parametric weight equations were generated from subsystem weight
data for 18 existing automated satellites weighing from 200 to 20, 000 lbs
at launch. Plots of subsystem weights as a function of satellite gross
weights were then made and a best fit was estimated. The equations
for these best fit trends are given in Table 5-1. These best fit curves
were established by inspection as shown on Figure 5-4, which illustrates
the correlation of the electrical power subsystem weight as a function of
satellite gross weight. All of the satellites represented on this plot use
solar array-battery systems and include power conditioning and power
distribution. Although major design parameters such as total power
requirements, design life, orbit parameters, system configuration have not
been stated, a reasonable relationship exists between the electrical power
subsystem and satellite gross weight. The electrical subsystem weight
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characteristic is typical of the other subsystems although the correlations
of subsystem weights and gross weights were not as good in most cases.
However, a definite trend of subsystem weight and satellite gross weight
was observable in all cases.
5.2 STRUCTURAL SIZING ANALYSIS
A preliminary structural sizing study (Reference 24) was performed
to determine the effect of launch vehicle load factors and structural
safety factors on satellite structural weight. The satellite used for
this investigation was the LMSC low cost version of the OAO. The
launch vehicles considered were those in the current expendable and
low cost expendable fleet, and the Space Shuttle. These launch vehicles
and the corresponding limit load factors are listed on Table 5-2.
These load factors were assumed to act simultaneously and include
dynamic factors. These loading conditions occur at critical times during
the flight profile and in general are the designing conditions for the
major portion of the primary structure. For a comparison of loading
conditions, Table 5-3 shows the steady state load factors for a representa-
tive Space Shuttle. The selected condition can be seen as the highest
loading condition except for the emergency landing condition. The
emergency landing condition uses appropriate design factors to prevent
structural damage to the crew compartment by the payload. The payload
may fail but shall not cause damage to the crew compartment.
A satellite design for this analysis, the OAO low cost design (Reference
15), was selected as the model to represent the geometrical envelope
and subsystem weight and location. The structural model and loading
in the Space Shuttle are depicted in Figure 5-5. The loading represents
a 1. 0 g axial and lateral loading and includes all of the subsystem weights
except for the structure, attitude control propellant and the solar array
paddle weights. The latter two component weights are not included
because they are supported near the interface base. For convenience,
the loads are depicted as concentrated on the centerline. The loading
for the analysis assumed a uniformly distributed load around the
circumference.
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The range of ultimate load factors considered was 1.25 to 3.0. The
1.25 ultimate load factor is a commonly used value for current expendable
launch vehicles. A 1.40 factor is currently used for the Space Shuttle
design studies, while a 3.0 factor is used for LMSC for the "Payload
Effects Study" (Reference 15). These factors are applied to the limit load
factors shown on Table 5-2 to obtain the ultimate loading conditions.
5.2. 1 Method
The exact sizing procedure is iterative, determining initial structural
thicknesses based only on loads due to equipment and instrumentation and
then determining increased structural thicknesses due to the increased
-loading caused by the inertia loading of the structural elements. Since
this study was a preliminary sizing effort with emphasis on the differences
between launch vehicles and since the loading, due to structural com-
ponents, is small relative to the other loading, the iteration procedure was
not used. However, to initially account for the loading due to structural
weight, the low cost payload structural weight estimate (1762 lbs) was
applied as a uniform surface loading (lb/in 2 ) to the OAO configuration
(Reference 15). The thicknesses of each of the OAO structural com-
ponents, i.e., forward cylinder, intermediate cone, and aft cylinder, were
determined by shell stability considerations. The applied design load was
taken as the maximum equivalent axial load on the component. It was
assumed that each of the components had a constant wall thickness.
The satellite structural weight corresponding to a specific launch vehicle
and safety factor was determined from the previously computed component
thicknesses. These values represent theoretical weights and must be
multiplied by an appropriate "non-optimum" factor to correspond to actual
manufactured components. Since the objectives of this study were to
determine the effect of launch vehicle environment and safety factor on the
satellite structural weight, each of the structural weights was divided by
the low cost payload structural weight (1762 lb) to obtain the normalized
structural weight factor. In this manner, the non-dimensionalized results
indicate the desired effects parametrically without the necessity of
determining appropriate non-optimum factors.
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5.2.2 Results
The results of this method are on the upper three curves of Figure 5-6
as a function of safety factor and launch vehicle relative to the same
design launched on the Space Shuttle with a safety factor of 1. 40. It is
seen that the relative weights correspond to the launch vehicle acceler-
ations (although, not in a directly proportional manner) with the highest
weight indicated for the Atlas Centaur (1qz= 
-
9. 6 g) and the lowest for
the Space Shuttle (r
z
= *4. 5g). Similarly, it is seen that the structural
weight is not directly proportional to safety factor, but increases at less
than the square root of the safety factor. For example, a change in
safety factor from 1.40 to 3.0 increases the structural weight of an
OAO-class satellite launched on the Space Shuttle by a factor of 1. 35.
It is also shown that Space Shuttle launched OAO-class payload can be
designed to a much higher safety factor for the same equivalent weight
on the other launch vehicles; conversely the Shuttle launched payload can
be designed lighter for the same safety factor. For example, an
OAO-class satellite launched on an Atlas Centaur with safety factor of
1.25 could be designed to a safety factor of 1.92 for Space Shuttle launch
with no increase in weight.
5.2. 3 Discussion
Reviewing the launch vehicle load factors on Table 5-2, it is noted that
all the accelerations are specified as acting in either direction. Since
the primary axial component would be the booster acceleration, the
positive axial values are representative of expected values; however,
the negative axial values, based upon dynamic effects, may be conservative.
In the case of conventional boosters, i.e., the current or low cost expend-
ables, the positive axial accelerations (i.e., aft), in conjunction with lateral
accelerations, would dictate the design of an OAO-class structure as defined
in this study. This results since the design stress levels are compression
and the sizing is based on structural stability considerations. However,
in the case of the Space Shuttle, the choice of a very conservative negative
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acceleration (i. e., forward) eliminates an important design parameter
for optimizing satellite structural weight. This parameter is the
distinction between a satellite mounted at the forward end of the pay-
load bay versus one mounted at the aft region. These conditions are
depicted on Figure 5-5.
The aft mounted case is similar to the satellite condition in a conventional
booster. However, the forward mounted case is unique, since the satellite
is "pulled" into space. This case results in tensile forces on the satellite
structure for positive axial accelerations. If the negative axial acceler-
ation is not of the same magnitude as the positive value, a lighter satellite
structure would result for the forward mounted case.
The forward acceleration (ax = 0) is assumed to be zero, as a lower
bound contrast to the previous study results. This condition is shown
on the bottom curve of Figure 5-6. Additionally, this condition is used
as the basis for Figure 5-7 where all boost vehicles are compared relative
to the weight of a forward mounted OAO-class satellite under the assumption
that forward acceleration is zero and the Space Shuttle safety factor is 1. 40.
Figure 5-7 indicates that quite dramatic weight reductions would be possible
for a forward mounted Space Shuttle payload if the negative axial acceleration:
could be minimized by tailoring payload/Shuttle interface flexibilities and
dynamic transients such as engine shutdowns. Lower weights should reduce
the structural cost accordingly.
5.3 INFLUENCE OF MMD ON PROGRAM COST
The payload data that were developed for the "Integrated Fleet Analysis"
are based on current technology. Technology advancement for the
1979-1990 era was not factored into the payload data that were used in the
capture and cost analysis. This study ground rule was consistent with the
LMSC "Payload Effects Study" which supplied the data to develop low cost
payload characteristics. Since past history has demonstrated improvements
in satellite reliability and life, it is of interest to determine the cost
sensitivity from technology progress in reducing failure rates. Figure 5-8
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shows the progress of reliability over the past five years at the
Hughes Aircraft Corporation . The data shown on this figure were obtained
from flight hardware. The failure rate trend appears to be reaching
Minuteman-II (MM-II) reliability asympototically. The Minuteman parts
are considered the ultimate in reliability since they are manufactured on a
special production line where the processing and assembly have been
optimized to increase part reliability. Each part receives the 100 percent
burn-in, screening, and inspection to eliminate early failure, unstable
devices, and production variability.
With parts reliability apparently approaching the minimum failure rates,
the redundance method appears to be the most promising remaining method
to increase MMD. This subject of MMD versus redundancy has been
discussed, analyzed and presented on most of the satellite programs and is,
therefore, assumed in this study to be an input to the analysis. The MMD is
defined on Figure 5-9 as the truncated area under the reliability curve and
was varied from one to six years.
5.3.1 Method
The program cost was determined for the expendable and reusable modes
assuming that the RDT&E and operations costs were the same between the
two operating modes. This assumption therefore compares only the total
unit program cost and is considered conservative, since the LMSC
"Payload Effects Study" has indicated that the RDT&E and operations costs
are slightly lower for the Space Shuttle payloads. With this simplification,
the total unit cost equation .is as follows:
Cost = ICost to establish + Cost t o maintainL the System J [ the System
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For expendable launch vehicles, the above generalized cost equation is:
C (expendable) = R [C (EL) + C (ES)] + EE(t) [c(EL) + C(ES)]
where:
S = Number of satellites in system
RBE Expendable launch vehicle reliability
C(EL) = Expendable launch vehicle cost
C(ES) = Expendable payload cost
EE(t) = Expected number of expendable launches to maintain system
For the Space Shuttle, the total unit cost equation is:
C(Shuttle) s= [C(SL)] + (S + (SP)) [C(RS)] + ES(t) [C(SL) + C(RS)R]
where:
RBS Space Shuttle reliability
C(SL) = Space Shuttle launch cost
C(RS) = Reusable payload cost
R = Percent refurbishment cost
(SP) = Number of spares
ES(t) = Expected number of refurbishment flights
The payload costs in both cases above were parameterized by varying the
satellite unit cost per pound and assuming a constant payload weight of
2,200 lb.
The expected number of launches, E(t) is developed in Reference 26.
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I-R N + l
E(t) [MMD (N-G) - (T-NTC) MMD + +
where
1 - RN
G = RC 1 -R C
N = INT (T/TC)*
S = Number of satellites in system
T = System program duration
TC = Truncation time
R C = Reliability at truncation time
RB = Launch vehicle reliability
MMD = Mean mission duration
A typical operational satellite program that is being planned for mid-1970
operation was selected to establish the above terms.
S = 4 (satellites in system)
T = 10 year (program duration)
R C = 0. 30 (reliability at truncation time)
RB = 0. 95 (reliability for T-IIIC) = RBE
RB = 0. 995 (reliability for Space Shuttle) = RBS
C(EL) = $13. ZM (T-IIIC)
C(SL) = $5. 1M (Space Shuttle & Space Tug)
R = 10% and 40% (refurbishment cost)
SP = 2 (reusable payload spares)
*INTEGER Values only: decimal fractions are truncated
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The assumed reliability function is as follows:
1 D R C
R(t) = e
which is a function of MMD and reliability at truncation time (Tc).
With RC specified above, the truncation time as a function of MMD can
be determined.
5.3.2 Results
The expected number of launches based on the above system model is
shown on Figure 5-10 for 100 percent availability. One hundred percent
availability is achieved by instantaneously launching a replacement payload
after a satellite has failed. The expected number, as shown, is represen-
tative for either launch vehicle, since the difference in reliability between
T-IIIC and the Space Shuttle is small. It can be observed fromthe resulting
expected launches that the reduction in launches beyond three years MMD is
relatively small.
Cost relationships were determined for various satellite unit costs per
pound and as a MMD function. The results are plotted on Figure 5-11 for
a refurbishment cost at 40 percent of the unit cost. It can be observed that
the cost using the Space Shuttle is lower than the expendable launch vehicle
when comparing the same MMDs at a given satellite unit cost per pound.
To observe the trend of total program unit cost as a function of MMD,
Figure 5-12 was plotted for a payload cost of $10, 000 per pound and for a
refurbishment cost of 10 percent and 40 percent of the unit cost. The
$10, 000 per pound unit cost was selected because it is a nominal cost
per pound for satellite this size in synchronous orbit.
The Shuttle cost is clearly shown to be lower than the expendable launch
cost for the same satellite unit cost. It also appears that the refurbishment
cost is a large cost reduction driver. The 10 percent refurbishment cost
results in a 20 percent total unit cost reduction over the 40 percent refurbish-
ment cost for a five year MMD.
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Using the preceding analytical approach, with satellite reuse, the cost
reduction beyond a three year MMD is relatively insensitive to increasing
MMD. This indicates that any further decrease in parts failure or increase
in redundancy rate will not have a large influence on satellite program cost
using the Space Shuttle. It is possible that if cost as a function of MMD is
included, an optimum MMD may exist since cost is a function of MMD.
5.4 DATA BANK
For this study, it was found that a rapid method of documenting,
cataloging, printing and retrieving payload data was required. This was
necessary since the mission model and payload data would undergo periodic
updating or revisions. These changes must then be documented and made
available for use in the study. To make changes and print the Data Book
(Reference 1), the process was found to be slow and time consuming. As a
result of this experience, emphasis was placed on developing a computer
program to document, catalogue, print and retrieve payload data. This
program is referred to as the Data Retrieval System (DARES).
To use the DARES computer program, the user describes the individual
characteristics of a payload and provides the numerical information for
each characteristic. The numerical information is referred to as the pay-
load data base. The payload data base for each satellite could be described
by ninety (up to 1000 is available in the computer) characteristics, such as,
launch weight, electrical power, volume, launch schedules, etc. Thus,
each satellite would need ninety numerical entries to provide a complete
description. A data bank of 100 satellites would require 9,000 entries.
Once the payload data base has been set up, the user can perform
retrievals of information. In this mode, specific satellite data can be
qualified for printout. The computer is used to perform the interrogations
of the Data Bank, making as many different passes as the user requires.
The structure of the computer program is divided into six major modules
as shown on Figure 5-13 and is shown to depict the intended total system.
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The program is still in the development stage and some of the indicated
capabilities have not been implemented yet or completely defined,
namely, the Save and Update modules. However, the program was
developed to a sufficient degree to perform the Data Bank task. For
instance, the Update task was done manually by rearranging the card
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Launch +1.5 +0.5 -0.5
High Dynamic Pressure +1.9 +1.0 +1. 0
End Booster Thrust +3. 0 +0.6 -0.6
End Orbiter Thrust +3. 0 +0. 5 -0. 5
Entry +0.25 +0. 5 -2.0
Flyback +0.25 +0.5 +1.0
-2.5
Landing +0.8 +0.5 -2.5
-1.0
Emergency Landing 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































6. OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.
The payload task of the "Integrated Fleet Analysis" was performed
primarily to generate payload data for the capture and cost analysis.
The following observations and recommendations can be drawn from
this effort:
6.1 PAYLOADS
In generating current expendable payload data for over 90 satellites
for the 1979 to 1990 era, consistency was maintained across the mission
models. Even though predictions and data for a specific payload in
the 1980's may be speculative, with this large number of payloads
in the sample it is reasonable to expect that the mean of the projected
data will follow the historical trend. Only in those cases where
Phase A-type data or unique mission requirements were available
was there any deviation from the satellite characteristics which are
based on past and current automated satellite data.
In the future, additional Phase A data and new mission requirements
will become available and the mission model may be revised. Thus
the payload data are useful only as long as the mission model contains
that payload. The information can be periodically updated as new data
become available if the Payload Data Bank is to be used for any future
economic studies.
6. 2 COST REDUCTION
Satellite cost reduction by refurbishment and subsystem low cost
design has been shown to be effective. These savings are possible
with the use of the Space Shuttle fleet because payload volume and
weight will not be a constraint for small to medium sized payloads
and because of the retrieval capability.
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Standardization of satellite subsystems has been shown by LMSC's
parametric analysis to be effective in reducing payload costs and should
be seriously considered now that many subsystems have achieved a decade
of maturity. No advantages were taken on cost reductions from subsystem
or component standardization in this study, although one of the low cost
design principles incorporated in the LMSC low cost payload designs
is the use of previously qualified hardware whenever possible.
The LMSC development program analysis for reusable payloads (Reference
29) indicated that a savings in payload test hardware is made for payloads
developed in the Space Shuttle.
The influence of refurbishment cost was investigated in a simplified
operational satellite program. The study indicated that if refurbish-
ment cost can be reduced from 40 percent to 10 percent of unit cost,
approximately a 20 percent reduction in the total unit program cost is
possible. In this study, the refurbishment cost, as derived from the
LMSC "Payload Effects Study", was used. The LMSC study objective
was a low cost design effort and not a design study to minimize refurbish-
ment cost. If the latter objective had been included in the study, it is
reasonable to expect that refurbishment cost would be lower. Additional
studies to determine factors influencing refurbishment cost should be
pursued.
6.3 TECHNOLOGY
Throughout the study, 1970 technology was used. No technology projection
was estimated or included in any of the payload information. Technology
improvement over the past years has improved satellite reliability,
increased satellite life, and improved mission capability. In addition
to overall payload gains, each subsystem is continually being advanced.
For example, laser communication, improved computers, micro electronics,
composite materials, etc are providing more capability for less weight
and volume, these advances occurring because of current spacecraft
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demands. With the Space Shuttle, these spacecraft demands could
be redirected to emphasize lower cost for improved mission capability,
a reasonable technical goal since weight and volume constraints can
be relaxed.
To investigate the influence or reliability gains through redundancy,
a parametric analysis on one representative satellite system was
performed which indicates that the cost reduction beyond three years
mean mission duration (MMD) was small for Space Shuttle operation
with satellite reuse for this case. Cost reductions are possible beyond
three years MMD for expendable payloads; however, the net effect on
payload program cost savings is small.
Based on this analysis, the influence of MMD beyond three years is
small for the Space Shuttle because of payload refurbishment. Thus
there appears to be small economic gain in increasing the MMD beyond
current capability in the reusable mode. This characteristic should
be further pursued for other satellite systems and in more detail
than was considered in this study.
6.4 SHUTTLE/TUG/PAYLOAD INTERFACE
A simplified structural analysis of Shuttle/payload mounting has indicated
that a significant reduction in structural weight is possible if negative
g loads can be suppressed. This study compared the payload structural
weight using current and low cost expendable launch vehicles and the
Space Shuttle. The analysis indicated that the structural weight can be
reduced by 50 percent if the negative axial load factor can be reduced.
This observation results for the Space Shuttle because payloads can be
forward mounted such that the payload is "pulled" during high axial
load conditions whereas the expendable launch vehicle puts the payload
structure into compressive conditions.
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This potential Shuttle load influence should be further analyzed to deter-
mine its impact on multiple payloads, small payloads, payload/tug
operation and Shuttle/tug/payload mounting. The interface for deploy-
ment/retrieval and cargo storage should be studied in a similar manner.
6.5 LOW COST PAYLOADS
The low cost payload estimates were primarily made from the LMSC
SEO and OAO low cost preliminary design and analysis. Although the
subsystems from these two satellites were representative of the major
portion of the satellites in the mission model, additional studies of
other satellites for low cost would add more confidence. These satellites
should be of communication/navigation and low altitude earth observa-
tion type payloads. The applicability of low cost design principles
to Shuttle launched satellites with longer MMD would be desirable;
however, studies adapting the current expendable payloads for reuse
may be more useful. These data would provide economic information
to compare low cost reusable designs and current expendable payloads
adapted for reuse. Also, the data will provide information on phasing
current expendable payloads with the Space Shuttle for those payloads
currently planned.
6.6 UNMANNED PAYLOAD PROGRAM OPTIONS WITH
THE SPACE SHUTTLE FLEET
It is recommended that unmanned satellite program planners and
managers exercise the following tradeoffs for Space Shuttle fleet
payloads:
1. Design satellites for reuse
a. Refurbishment (+)* or continuing periodic
maintenance (+)
b. Add retrieval hardware (-)
Tradeoff studies on the above options generally indicate cost savings
when a (+) is shown but require added hardware costs, shown as (-),
or in some cases additional launch costs.
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2. Modify operating spacecraft for maintainability
a. Modify satellite (-)
b. Lower maintenance and refurbishment costs (+)
3. Reduce payload losses
a. Take advantage of increased launch success
ratio (+)
b. Alleviate infant mortality failures (on-orbit
checkout) (+)
c. Reduction in need for backup payloads (+)
d. Provide satellite failure warning (-)
4. Apply low cost design principles to payloads (+)
a. Provide orientation to designers on the effects
of payload design on program cost
b. Furnish cost targets to subsystem designers in
preference to weight and dimensional constraints
c. Identify payload design areas in which cost
savings can accrue as a result of the use of
the Space Shuttle
d. Modularized design approach
e. Ruggedized simple structure
f. Use of qualified hardware
5. Reduce RDT&E hardware by about one equivalent
spacecraft (+)
6. Long life (3 to 5 year MMD) reusable spacecraft
(with redundancy) are economically attractive (+)
a. Reduce yearly maintenance
b. Mission equipment may have lower MMD
than the spacecraft
7. Sustaining engineering lower for operational systems
using reusable payloads (+)
a. Adopt "model change" approach
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APPENDIX 1
DATA RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS (DARES)
The DARES computer program (Reference 27) was conceived to select,
process and tabulate a few characteristics from a list of items. DARES
gives a user who may have several items having common characteristics,
who may wish to focus his attention on a selected few of the characteristics
to the exclusion of all others, a means of accomplishing the process quickly
and accurately on a computer. With this system, the user describes
the individual characteristics of the payload and provides the massive
amounts of numerical information for each item and each characteristic.
This numerical information is referred to as the payload data base.
Once the payload data base has been set up, the user can call for retrieval
of information. In this mode, specific satellites can be qualified for
printout. For example, print the name and the launch weight of all
satellites whose launch weight is between 2000 and 3000 lb. The computer
is used to perform the interrogations of the Data Bank.
The overall structure of DARES was designed with six major modules
as shown in Figure 5-13. It should be recognized that the computer
program is still in the development stage and some of the indicated
capabilities are not implemented yet in the program or even completely
defined; however, it was sufficiently developed to perform the Data
Bank task of the study. The complete printout of the NASA and non-
NASA payloads are included in Appendix 3. The program is defined in
the following section.
1.1 OVERALL DESIGN
The master control block shown on Figure 5-13 initializes the program
and performs the decision-making for selecting the application of the
other modules described below. Each module performs its restricted
application and upon completion gives control back to the master control.
The process is repeated until the master control determines that there
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are no more operations to be performed. At that time the computer
program terminates its activities.
1. The define module is used to give DARES a list of
characteristics describing a Data Bank about to be
established.
2. The load module establishes the Data Bank by processing
the numerical information to be loaded into the computer
for each satellite included in the Data Bank.
3. The retrieve module permits the user to perform
some basic arithmetic calculation, to qualify some
or all satellites for printout and to request those
characteristics to be printed for each qualified satellite.
4. The save module permits the user to save the Data
Bank on magnetic tape. In subsequent computer
runs the user could then bypass the lengthy define and
load processes and use the faster option of load from
magnetic tape.
5. The update module permits the user to take a Data
Bank established on magnetic tape and to alter the data
to bring it up to date with the current thinking.
The preferred order of processing is to use the define and load modules
to establish the Data Bank, or the Data Bank could be established by
a load from magnetic tape with or without usage of the update module.
Once the Data Bank is established, it can be saved and many retrievals
performed against the Data Bank.
1.2 GENERAL INPUT
Data input to DARES on cards is of a free form nature. The program
scans the entire card seeking all data. Blanks are recognized as
separators between words. In some instances the input format demands
parentheses for proper recognition of what is meant by the contents of
the card. Names may contain blanks between the two or more parts;
e.g., LAUNCH WT. The program reduces the number of such blanks
to one. Names are carried in two forms, with and without blanks, in




The process within DARES is general in concept, adaptable for a satellite
Data Bank, a computer magnetic tape library or a library of technical
books. Each item in the Data Bank processes a group of common character-
istics; e. g. , satellite launch weight, date magnetic tape was written,
or author of book. The user describes the characteristics by means of
a table of contents.
Control is passed from the master control block to the define module
when the command DEFINE is encountered.
The table of contents is processed by the define module until the command
END OF DEFINE is encountered. Control is then passed back to the
master control block.
A single entry in the table of contents has the form:
PPNN) NAME (TYPE)
where: PP is the optional prefix. A prefix is assigned to groups
of characteristics which would ordinarily be printed together.
An example would be: the weight breakdown of the satellite
might have all elements prefixed with "WT. "
NN is an identifying number which will be used as a
reference during the loading of numerical information.
There is no requirement that the numbering system be
in any specific order; however, to reduce confusion each
number should appear only once.
) This parenthesis is required
NAME is a name given to the characteristic. This name
cannot contain more than 10 letters (machine restriction).
The name will be used in the retrieval process.
( This parenthesis is required
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TYPE has four alternative forms that are used for formatting
the printouts and validating the input values: 1) INTEGER
for controlling numeric entries to exclude fractional parts;
2) NAME for specifying that the input data will contain
alphabetic characters, e. g., launch vehicle is SCOUT;
3) REAL for controlling numeric entries with fractional
parts; and 4) DATE input in the form 3/4/71. The DATE
capability is currently not implemented.
) This parenthesis is required
The above format is used to define the characteristics of the Data Bank.
Each characteristic is entered on a separate card. The end of the table
of contents is marked by END OF DEFINE appearing anywhere in the
card.
1.4 LOAD MODULE
This module will accept all the numeric and alphabetic entries to establish
the data base. The command LOAD FROM CARDS will force the master
control block to pass control to the load module for processing the input
data. The end of the loading process is marked by the command END
OF LOAD. When this card is encountered, control is given back to the
master control block.
The input card format for data loading is:
NN) VALUE b
where: NN is a reference number defined in the table of contents.
If NN is not defined, the program issues an error message
and the VALUE is rejected.
) This parenthesis is required
VALUE is the information to be supplied for this character-
istic. NAME entries are restricted to a maximum of 10
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letters. If the length is excessive, an error message is
issued, and the first 10 letters are kept. No punctuation
is permitted in NAME entries.
b is at least one blank following the value.
The comment about trailing blank is important for the program uses
the blank to recognize the separation between multiple data entries on
a card of the form:
NN) VALUE NN) VALUE NN) VALUE
The reference numbers may occur in any order and may be used several
times, the last usage providing the final value. No group of the form
NN) VALUE is permitted to go around the corner; that is, part of the
group at the end of one card and the remainder at the beginning of the
next card.
The end of the data for an item (satellite) is marked by the special
group ))END. The next card begins the data for the next satellite, or
it may be the command END OF LOAD, terminating the data loading
process.
Each value, regardless of type, can be marked for special handling by
entering the words NONE or NA (not applicable). Any reference number
not used in loading data for a satellite is automatically given the unique
value NO ENTRY. These three reserved words are recognized during
the retrieval process.
The command LOAD FROM MAGNETIC TAPE has not been implemented.
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RETRIEVAL MODULE
This module will yield printouts of satellites selected from the Data
Bank based on criteria provided on input cards. The command RETRIEVE
will signal the master control block to pass control to the retrieve
module. The end of the retrieval process is marked by the command
END OF RETRIEVE. The capabilities of the retrieve module are sum-
marized in the following description of the sections of the module.
1. 5. 1 Arithmetic/Logical IF Interpreter
This section processes the FORTRAN-like arithmetic statements
used to perform the basic calculations available to the user and logical
IF statements used to determine whether or not a satellite qualifies for
printout. The interpreter processes the statements converting them
into internal tables to be used as the guide when actually performing
the calculations. The basic form of the logical IF is:
IF NAME1 comparator NAME2
where: NAME1 and NAMEZ are possibly names defined in the
table of contents or a relevant numeric or alphabetic constant.
Comparator - is one of the short forms NE, EQ, LE, LT,
GE, GT representing not equal, equal, less than or equal,
less than, greater than or equal, greater than.
The description may be clarified by a few examples:
IF LAUNCH WT LT 10000
IF LAUNCH VEH EQ TITAN III
IF CODE EQ NAS-10
There is a simple restriction to be adhered to; numerics are not to
be compared against alphabetics.
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1.5
The significance of the logical IF is best illustrated by the following
example and its detailed interpretation. Consider the four cards:
RETRIEVE
IF LAUNCH WT GE 10000
PRINT CODE, LAUNCH WT
END OF RETRIEVE
The interpretation is: enter the retrieve module, screen all satellites
to find those satellites whose launch weight is greater than 10000 lbs,
and print a summary giving the code name and launch weight of those
satellites for whom the logical IF is true. The IF statement acts as a
barrier saying in effect: if the statement is true, continue processing
the information pertaining to this satellite. Otherwise discontinue pro-
cessing and obtain the information for the next satellite.
Any of the reserved words NONE, NA, and NO ENTRY can be used as
a constant in the IF statement to determine if the data entry exists or
is not applicable, etc.
As an IF statement acts as a barrier, two IF statements in succession
act together as an AND ing type of operation. The double barrier is
passed if both IF number 1 and IF number 2 are both true.
The basic form of the-arithmetic statement is:
COST = LAUNCH WT* 5.25
which is interpreted to mean: define a new variable (or redefine an old
variable) COST as having the value of the launch weight of the satellite
costing $5. 25 per lb. The * is an operator; the valid operators are
+, - *, , **. An operator always appears between names and/or
constants.
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Both arithmetic and IF statements consist of names/constants separated









LE less than or equal
EQ equal
NE not equal





The interpreter processes the entire statement, collecting groups
of name-operator-name and based on the order of precedence of operators,
converts groups into intermediate results to be used as a name in another
group. Thus the statement:
A = C * D/E**2+B means
square E, divide that into D,
multiply that by C, and




This section processes the sort statement of the form
SORT A, -B, C, D
where: A, B, C, D are names defined in the table of contents or
defined as the result of a calculation.
The sort is of ascending nature except when specified as descending on
a particular name or names by the presence of a loading minus sign.
This section has not been implemented.
1.5. 3 Print Interpreter
This section processes the print statement controlling the selection
of the variables to be printed. Multiple print statements add to the
list. There is no control over the format or structure of the report
generated. If a satellite qualifies for printout, then the print can be
requested in three forms.
(1) The individual characteristic print request is:
PRINT LAUNCH WT, CODE, COST
where: LAUNCH WT, CODE and COST are names defined in the
table of contents or defined as the result of a calculation.
This print request permits the user to select precisely the
characteristics he wishes to investigate. The format of the
printout of an individual element is controlled by the type
specification in the table of contents. Results of calculations
are automatically defined as type REAL.
(2) The request for a group printout is of the form:
PRINT ALL-PP
where: PP is a prefix appended to each entry in the table of
contents of a group of associated characteristics. For
example, the weight breakdown of the satellite could be
identified by the prefix WT and the group printed on the
command of PRINT ALL-WT.
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(3) A special all-encompassing printout is achieved by the
simple statement:
PRINT ALL
which causes all characteristics to be printed in the order
of the table of contents.
1.5.4 The Data Bank Processor
This section of the retrieve module performs the actual work of retrieval.
A satellite is obtained from the Data Bank and the processing required
of the arithmetic and logical IF statement is performed. Should the
satellite qualify for printout, the printing is done according to the print
specifications. The process is repeated for all satellites in the Data
Bank.
1.6 SAVE MODULE
This module will save the Data Bank in a format suitable for reloading
at a later date. Either the command SAVE ON MAGNETIC TAPE or
the command SAVE ON CARDS will force the master control block to
pass control to the save module for saving the Data Bank. The end of
the saving process is marked by the command END OF SAVE.
The command SAVE ON MAGNETIC TAPE causes the internal Data
Bank structure table and the DataBank to be output on a magnetic type
for later reloading via the command LOAD FROM MAGNETIC TAPE.
The command SAVE ON CARDS causes the Data Bank table of contents
and the Data Bank to be output on cards for later reloading via the
commands DEFINE and LOAD FROM CARDS. The punched deck will
contain the necessary command cards to assure complete compatibility.
This module has not been implemented.
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1.7 UPDATE MODULE
This module will permit easy alteration of a previously defined Data
Bank without referring to the data cards supplied as input to the load
module. The command UPDATE will force the master control block
to pass control to the update module for the updating process. The end
of the updating process is marked by the command END OF UPDATE.
This module is only partially defined and not implemented at this time.
The card formats are not defined, but the options within the update
module should include the following:
1. Addition and deletion of characteristics in the table
of contents.
2. Addition and deletion of entire satellites from the
Data Bank.
3. Alteration of individual values belonging to specific
satellite s.
4. Alteration of individual values on a global scale subject
to qualification, e. g., change the launch vehicle SCOUT
to TITAN III wherever SCOUT is the launch vehicle.
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APPENDIX 2
KEY TO DATA BANK PRINTOUT
This Appendix consists of the following tabulations of "Payload
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This Appendix contains the listing of NASA payload data used in the
traffic and cost results. The DoD payload data is listed in the classified
volume of this report (Volume VI). The listing has been broken down
into the following tables:
Table A4-1 NASA and Non-NASA Current Expendable Payload Data
Table A4-2 NASA and Non-NASA Current Reusable Payload Data
Table A4-3 NASA and Non-NASA Low Cost Expendable Payload Data
Table A4-4 NASA and Non-NASA Low Cost Reusable Payload Data
Table A4-5 DoD Current Expendable Payload Data
Table A4-6 DoD Current Reusable Payload Data
Table A4-7 DoD Low Cost Expendable Payload Data
Table A4-8 DoD Low Cost Reusable Payload Data
A4-1
Table A4-1. NASA and Non-NASA Current Expendable
Payload Data











































High Energy Astronomy Observatory
Solar Orbit Pair A












Polar Earth Observation Satellite
Synchronous Earth Observation














Tracking and Data Relay
Communication Satellite



























































































Venus Explorer Lander - 1st







Mars Sample Return Lander-A





Pallet Type - Earth Observation
Pallet Type - Bio Research
Pallet Type - Astronomy
Pallet Type - Fluid Management
Pallet Type - Teleoperator
Pallet Type - Manned Work Platform
Pallet Type - Large Tel. Test
Pallet Type - Astronaut Maneuvering Unit
Integral Space Station
Modular Space Station - Core
Modular Space Station - Power
Modular Space Station - Crew
Modular Space Station - Control














































Table A4-1, Index of Defined Satellites, Cont'd
TITLE
Experiment Mod. -1, Life Science
Experiment Mod. -1, Earth Observation
Experiment Mod. -1, Space Mfd.
Experiment Module No. 2
Experiment Mod. -3, Physics Lab.
Experiment Mod. -3, Cosmic Lab.
Experiment Mod. -3, Comm/Nav.
Space Station - Crew/Cargo
Attached Research and Appl.
Free Flying Research and Application
22 Ft Diameter Space Station - 1
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Table A4-2. NASA and Non-NASA Current Reusable
Payload Data









































Polar Earth Observation Satellite
Synchronous Earth Observation












Tracking and Data Relay
Communication Satellite
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Table A4-5. DoD current Expendable, Payload Data
This table, consisting of pages A4-161 through A4-184, is contained
in Volume VI, Classified Addendum.
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PRmECIPG PAGE BLANK NOT FILM
Table A4-6. DoD Current Reusable Payload Data
This table, consisting of pages A4-185 through A4-206, is contained
in Volume VI, Classified Addendum.
Preceding page blankl
A4-185
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Table A4-7. DoD Low Cost Expendable Payload Data
This table, consisting of pages A4-207 through A4-210, is contained
in Volume VI, Classified Addendum.
A4 -207
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FBILME
Table A4-8. DoD Low Cost Reusable Payload Data
This table, consisting of pages A4-211 through A4-213, is contained
in Volume VI, Classified Addendum.
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